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Silver City Health Tourism in the
Early Twentieth Century
A CASE STUDY

Joan M. Jensen

S

everal years ago, I sat at a reader's desk in the Archives at the University
of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, looking at some correspondence. Written
at the top of a letter, a place name caught my eye. The correspondent had
written "Silver City" in clear cursive. Could this be New Mexico's Silver
City, I wondered? A quick scan of the four handwritten pages confirmed
that the reference was, indeed, to Silver City, New Mexico. The writer,
identified at the end of the fourth page simply as "Amy," had accompanied
a tuberculosis patient there. I looked through several folders and found sixteen letters written during 1912 from Silver City, then a small mountain
town more than seventeen hundred miles away from Milwaukee. 1
Silver City is only about one hundred and ten miles away from my home
in southern New Mexico, and when I had finished my research project in
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Wisconsin, I decided to find out more about the health industry in New
Mexico, which had flourished in the early 19oos. In 2006 I headed to the
Silver City Museum, which had recently installed a new exhibit, "Good for
What Ails You: A Golden Climate Cures Silver City's Economic Blues."
Director Susan M. Berry laid before me a large stack of folders collected by
researchers as the basis of the exhibit. This Silver City material formed a
rich context for the 1912 letters and for health tourism in New Mexico during the first year of New Mexico's statehood. Together these sources allowed me to see why Silver City attracted patients from as far away as Chicago
and eventually lost out to Albuquerque in its quest for health tourists. 2
A complex of factors affected how tuberculosis (TB) patients were treated
in the early twentieth century. Studies of national trends have focused on
how society, mainly in the East, dealt with the problems of chronic illness
and prolonged dependency, as well as on health narratives of how the patients experienced their treatment. The experiences of family members who
accompanied TB patients, like the ones Amy wrote about in her sixteen
letters, offer new insight into other aspects of the health-seeker movement.
This article focuses on one family in the early 1900s, who dealt with the
ordeal of chronic illness by moving temporarily to the small southwestern
town of Silver City, New Mexico, in search of a cure. This piece looks at the
role of family members and doctors in choosing a course of treatment during a major health movement in the nation and in the Southwest, which
lasted from the nineteenth century through the first half of the twentieth
century as tuberculosis rates skyrocketed, peaked, and then slowly declined.
After World War II, the use of penicillin abruptly ended the epidemic and
TB sanatoria closed or converted to other uses.)
Amy
The sixteen chatty letters signed by Amy and addressed to "Sis" or "Dearest
Girlie" are a few of what must have been many letters written from Silver
City by Eleanor "Amy" Partridge Harris to her sister Charlotte Russell Partridge in Chicago. One letter is dated February 1912, while the other fifteen
letters date from August to early October 1912. The letters contain Eleanor's
story of her journey with her husband, Arthur, as health tourists accompanying the patient, Margaret, during her treatment for tuberculosis. 4
These sister-to-sister letters describe the place, the climate and landscape,
the New Mexico Cottage Sanatorium in Silver City where Margaret was
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treated, their physician, the treatment, transportation, lodging and meals,
diversions and entertainment, and relations with locals. Eleanor's comments
provide a gloss on what we know about the Silver City healthcare industry
at that time and indicate why middle-class health tourists might have found
Silver City a difficult town to visit. To find out why Eleanor, Arthur, other
members of the family, and the patient had chosen Silver City for a cure,
and who the TB patient Margaret was, requires a broader view.
References to the treatment of "sis," and to a child, indicated that Margaret was probably Arthur's sister. A member of the Harris family, Loraine

ILL. 1. THE PARTRIDGE SISTERS AND THEIR MOTHER

Right, Silver City visitor Eleanor "Amy" Partridge Harris; center,
Charlotte Russell Partridge; left, their mother Carrie Jordan at Booth
Bay Harbor, Maine. Charlotte studied art in Booth Bay Harbor in the
summer of 1913.

(Photograph courtesy Wisconsin Historical Society, Archives Division,
box 1, folder 10, Charlotte Russell Partridge and Miriam Frink Papers,
1862-1980, Personal Papers of Charlotte Partridge, Photograph
Milwaukee Manuscript Collection 167, Madison, Wisconsin, WHi395 08 )
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Harris McClevey, was a small girl at the time of the Silver City visit and
remembered family discussions of the trip.s According to Loraine, Margaret was probably divorced and living with her mother at the time, and she
still used her married name Mrs. E. Elliott. The family was close and Arth ur
and his brother George each agreed to take time off from their work in the
family business to accompany Margaret to far away Silver City to take the
tuberculosis cure. The letters reveal that Eleanor, who had no children,
accompanied her brother-in-law.George, sister-in-law Margaret, and
Margaret's young son to Silver City in January 1912. Eleanor then returned
with the child to Chicago in February. With husband Arthur, she again
traveled to Silver City in early July. At the end of their three months,
when Margaret seemed to be almost recovered, the couple returned to
Chicago. 6
Silver City: The Right Place
Choosing such a small place in the expansive West might seem unusual,
but Silver City, with a population of about four thousand in 1912, had

ILL. 2. PANORAMIC VIEW OF SILVER CITY

William L. Spitzley's photograph made the city seem substantial in 1911.
The Orient Hotel is in the far lower-right corner of the photograph.
(Photograph courtesy Silver City Museum, Book 2, 00021)
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already achieved a reputation as a place of recovery for TB victims by 1900.
This reputation was based on several factors. Prevailing medical theories
emphasized climate as a crucial determinant in effecting a cure for tuberculosis. Town leaders saw healthcare as a growth industry that could cure
their "economic blues" and, through good public relations, they helped
establish Silver City's reputation as a healthcare retreat. Local doctors, many
themselves recent TB patients, also developed national networks to enCOlHage dispatch of patients to the sanatoria that they staffed. Travel to distant
"perfect" climates, such as in Silver City, with extended sanatorium care,
offered the best hope for newly diagnosed patients. Such treatment was expensive, however, especially if other members accompanied the patient, as
was the case for the Harris family.
The first decision made by the Chicago physician who counseled Margaret and her family was whether to seek a cure at home or away. In 1912
there was growing interest and belief in home care or in care close to home,
but for those who could afford to travel, the West offered the preferred location and the best facilities. Eleanor considered Chicago "dirty and grimy"
and it was cold, damp, and windy. Thus, it is not surprising that Margaret's
physician in Chicago should advise her that a small town in far-away New
Mexico offered the best possibility for a cure. Regarding Margaret's treatment options, her brother, Arthur, would later write, "Do wish we could
move the climate to within a few miles of Chicago for then it would be
handy and we could run down often." The majority of physicians, especially in the upper Midwest, believed that a high, dry, sunny climate was
the main element in a cure. In Margaret's case, the family could afford to
send her away and to send family members with her.?
Treatment away from home was previously only available for the wealthiest
patients in the nineteenth century when American patients joined their
European counterparts in the Alps. Nothing in the United States approached
the quality of the well-staffed European sanatoria until the 189os. In 1884
the newly formed American Climatological Association advocated staying
in the United States for TB treatment. Two years prior, Dr. Edward L.
Trudeau established the Adirondacks Sanatorium near Lake Saranac in the
Adirondack region of New York. The hospital offered an exceptionally high
standard of care for well-to-do patients, but the climate was unexceptional.
A small mecca for TB patients also developed in the mountains of North
Carolina where Dr. Mary E. Lapham's sanatorium at Highlands gained a reputation among wealthy easterners. Most midwestern doctors and patients
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favored the Southwest. 8 In the West, New Mexico had long headed the list
of favorable climates. Health narratives from the early nineteenth century
had praised weather and other conditions in New Mexico, and doctors had
recommended it as a health destination since the 1870S. The national government chose southern New Mexico as a location for its two military TB
sanatoria established in the 1890s.9
New Mexico territorial and local officials quickly saw the economic potential of health tourism. The territory of New Mexico subsidized the early
industry. Mining industries also played a role by encouraging Catholic nuns
to establish hospitals to care for workers. Thus the Sisters of Mercy, with a
contract to care for injured miners, built St. Joseph's hospital in Silver City
in 1891. Known for their administrative and financial abilities, and their
high level of care, nursing nuns were welcomed by local communities
throughout the territory. These communities often contributed funds to help
build hospital facilities, which, in turn, experienced a flood ofTB patients.
In Silver City, the nuns soon filled all eight rooms of their two-story adobe
hospital and expanded their facility to fifty beds. They hired Dr. Earl S.
Bullock from Fort Bayard, New Mexico, where he had been assigned as
assistant surgeon and pathologist when the U.S. government opened it in
1899. A cured TB patient himself, Bullock served as chief physician at St.
Joseph's from 1901 to 1905. In 1902 the Sisters of Charity opened St. Joseph's
Sanatorium in Albuquerque. During its first five months, almost 40 percent
of their admissions were TB patients. In 1906 the Sisters of the Sorrowful
Mother opened a TB facility in Roswell, New Mexico. It did not take long
for Catholic hospitals around New Mexico Territory to start expanding their
facilities. 1O
Doctors who came to New Mexico for a cure also praised the climate.
Dr. John Weinzirl arrived in Albuquerque in 1896 as a patient. After he was
cured, he then conducted research on the benefit of climate in curing tuberculosis. Even though he left the state in 1907, his publications praised
the New Mexico climate as a cure for TB patients. Private entrepreneurs
capitalized on publications that endorsed the territory for treatment and
established sanatoria in Silver City, Albuquerque, Socorro, Las Vegas, Raton,
and Las Cruces. Hundreds offamilies in the shadow of these sanatoria opened
their homes and boarding houses to an influx of tourists seeking health. In
1906 a New Mexico Bureau of Immigration pamphlet declared: "Health
seekers are invited." When he visited the Southwest in 1913, Assistant Surgeon of the United States Public Health Office Ernest A. Sweet concluded
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that the area offered unsurpassed charitableness and sympathy to these "helpless strangers." Between the 1890S and 1920S, at least forty-four sanatoria
opened in the state; the number of beds available for patients in New Mexico
was exceeded only by that in New York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and
Colorado. 1I
As the number of patients grew, so too did local concern about their
presence. The governor of New Mexico joined a group of other western
governors asking for federal control of interstate movement by diseased patients and federal funds to pay for them once they arrived. During the ensuing political debate, fear of contamination of the local population peaked.
One town in New Mexico, Sweet wrote, seemed anxious to "outgrow its
reputation as a health resort." That town was probably Santa Fe, which was
remaking its image at the time. The two thousand TB patients among the
thirteen thousand Albuquerque inhabitants no longer received as warm a
welcome as they had just a few years before. In an attempt to assuage growing fears of contamination, Sweet reassured concerned New Mexicans that
few of the settlers already in New Mexico developed tuberculosis.1 2
Despite the new concern about TB patients, Silver City officials consistently promoted their town as a destination for patients. Its Bureau of
Immigration distributed pamphlets touting Silver City as a health destination as early as 1887, claiming the whole city was a sanatorium that was
perfect for the treatment of pulmonary diseases. These pamphlets described
Silver City as a main supply point for the surrounding country, with buildings of brick and stone, handsome iron and glass fronts, stone flagging
pavements, and a city water works. In 1888 one doctor urged TB patients
to "hurry off to New Mexico" in the early stages of their disease, to stay a
long time, and, if possible, to live in the open air. The advertising was
paying off by 1890, and the city was getting requests for sanatorium folders. Of course Silver City still had no sanatoria, but it had two small hospitals and a good number of physicians to accommodate patients, along
with boarding houses, hotel lodging, and restaurants to serve families traveling with patients. By 1900 Silver City had more health seekers than it
could accommodate and it badly needed a facility devoted entirely to the
care ofTB patients. 13
Bullock soon became the major medical booster to laud New Mexico as
the ideal place for TB health seekers. After years of treating TB patients at
St. Joseph's Hospital, Bullock obtained funding to start his own sanatorium and left the nuns' hospital. He opened the New Mexico Cottage
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Sanatorium with twenty beds in 1905. At the International Congress on
Tuberculosis in Washington, D.C., in October 19°8, he provided exhibits
and photographs of Silver City's new sanatorium. The following year, in an
article published by the Journal of the American Medical Association, he
offered scientific statistics to prove that his sanatorium had cure rates far
superior to even the now famous Adirondacks Sanatorium in New York. He
did not argue that climate alone could cure patients but that climate and
care combined offered the best chance of recovery. Bullock also published
an article on the importance of climate in the Journal of the Outdoor Life,
which was the official organ of the Anti-Tuberculosis League. In 1910 he
arranged publication of an illustrated pamphlet extolling the virtues of his
New Mexico Cottage Sanatorium. 14
The same year that Bullock published pamphlets advertising his sanatorium, the local Bureau of Immigration printed ten thousand copies of a
folder featuring Silver City as a prime health destination and placed articles
in magazines such as Earth Magazine and the Literary Digest. By 1912 the
Silver City advertising campaign was blitzing the country with its articles,
pamphlets, and ads. The local paper crowed that after a six-month campaign, the city had received over five hundred inquiries. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe (AT&SF) Railway, promoting New Mexico as the
sunshine state to boost its own revenues, noted numerous sanatoria in Silver City, which surpassed Albuquerque in the number of available hospital
beds by 1912. When Sweet arrived in New Mexico to survey TB conditions,
he noted the superior care offered in Silver City over other communities in
the Southwest, even rivaling that offered at Saranac in the Adirondacks.
Care, he concluded, was even more important than climate. 15
Quality of healthcare and climate played important roles in the decision
for Margaret to receive treatment in Silver City. Her physician likely identified early on the bacilli present in her sputum, but positive TB test results
still had the reputation of a death warrant. The odds overall for recovery
were not good. Almost half of the patients died within six months and 80
percent died within three years of discharge from a hospital or sanatorium. 16
Bullock, Silver City's most famous spokesman for its healthful climate, later
summed up the prognosis for cure with his statistics on survival. He estimated that cure rates depended upon a combination of factors in the patient: degree of disease (advanced, moderate, or incipient), finances, and
attitude or temperament. If the family postponed treatment until the disease was advanced, 80 percent, even under the best of circumstances, would
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die, show no improvement, or show only temporary improvement. Twenty
percent could hope to be cured. In moderate cases, almost two-thirds could
expect to be cured. In incipient cases, the odds of being cured went up to
almost 90 percent. Quick treatment, according to Bullock and to most other
TB experts, offered the best chance of a cureY
To achieve even these rates of cure, the patient not only had to have
access to this care, but also have a positive attitude- in other words, have
the patience to pursue the medical regime for the recommended time.
Bullock estimated the cure would take over nine months and cost a thousand dollars. Given that only an estimated 5 percent of the American population could afford adequate healthcare and that very few had any type of
health insurance in 1911, Margaret was one of very few stricken Americans
who could consider these favorable odds.
During the holidays of 1911, Margaret contemplated an extended trip to
New Mexico for the prospect of receiving the best possible care. It was a trip
from which she might never return. The statistics were grim, yet the trip to
Silver City was a rare chance to regain her health. No one, however, could
predict that the trip would not end in her death or, at best, last a year with
her surrounded by patients facing the same poor odds. Family councils decided that Margaret and son, accompanied by her brother George, would
leave for Silver City early in 1912. George and Margaret's sister-in-law,
Eleanor, would accompany them and then retum to Chicago with Margaret's
son. Later, Eleanor would accompany her husband Arthur for an extended
stay of three months. Is
The "San"

By 1912 the Harris family had a number of sanatoria to choose from once
they opted for Silver City. St. Joseph's Sanatorium, the West Sanatorium,
the Sunnyside Ranch, and Rest Haven Sanatorium, which had just started
up in 1912, were all located in or just outside of Silver City and all accepted
TB patients. The Harris family, however, probably opted for Silver City
because it was home to the New Mexico Cottage Sanatorium. It was the
largest sanatorium in Silver City and had the best contacts with doctors in
major cities. Co-owned by Bullock, it was capable of caring for about eighty
patients. By 1910 Bullock was claiming that he had treated five hundred
cases with an 83 percent cure rate. Margaret checked into the Cottage Sanatorium or, as Eleanor and the locals referred to it, "the San."19

3. PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE NEW MEXICO COTTAGE SANATORIUM
William L. Spitzley's image shows extensive acreage with a water tower, gardens, and outbuildings, along with cottages.

ILL.

(Photograph courtesy Silver City Museum, Pogson Photo Album, 2642)
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THE INTERIOR OF A CEMENT COTTAGE AT THE NEW MEXICO COTTAGE

SANATORIUM

A similarly inviting image appeared in the promotional pamphlet New
Mexico Cottage Sanatorium, Silver City, New Mexico, published in 1910 by
A. E. Russell.
(Photograph courtesy Silver City Museum, 01784)

When Bullock opened the San in 1905, he planned a cure that would be
simpler and cheaper than the nuns' hospital-oriented treatment. He modeled the San on the "Adirondack plan," which was developed by Dr. Trudeau,
whose sanatorium was famous among wealthy New Yorkers, in the nineteenth century at Saranac Lake. Bullock enlisted physicians from major
cities in the country, including New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia, to
serve as an advisory board and to send patients to Silver City. He purchased
acres 2.5 miles north of the city among rolling hills of pine, cedar, and
oak, where he built a main building, fashioned after the old mission architectural style, and ten 12 X 16 tent-style cottages, sparsely furnished and clustered around a courtyard connected by gravel walkways. By 1907 he had

120
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added a recreational building where
males could play cards and billiards,
read, or play the piano. An additional
recreational building for women
housed a theater, library, and chapel.
The cottages had oiled floors (no carpets), plain enamel beds, and plenty
of ventilation through windows with
roll-up canvas covers. A few had
screened-in porches and toilet and
bath facilities. Bullock established a
large farm to supply fresh vegetables
in the summer, a ranch to furnish
cattle and hogs, and a dairy ofJersey
and Holstein cows to provide milk,
butter, and cheese. Io
ILL. 5. DR. EARL S. BULLOCK POSING IN
Although Bullock originally
FRONT OF THE MAIN LODGE OF THE NEW
wanted to provide inexpensive care for
MEXICO COTTAGE SANATORIUM
indigents, that goal soon faded as the
(Photograph courtesy Silver City
costs ofbuilding and staffing the sanaMuseum, Pogson Photo Album, A281O-1)
torium increased. Now more realistic,
he solicited funds from wealthy patrons in the East for new buildings, sought
only those patients able to pay for the cure, accepted only those recently diagnosed with a high probability of being cured, and told the indigent and more
advanced cases they should stay at home. By 1910 costs were eighty to one
hundred dollars a month, not including the cost of medicine, laundry, and
special nursing care. He raised the fees again in 1912 and, as Eleanor afterward
commented in a letter, no new patients came for a few months. Taking advantage ofthe San required that Margaret and her fellow patients have money
and that their doctors express sufficient hope for their full recovery.II
When Margaret arrived, she found a fairly elite establishment. No figures are available for 1912, but the 1910 census gives so~e sense of the population of both staff and patients at the San. Bullock lived there with his wife
Nina, their four children, governess Virda Clapham, and servant Ah Lim.
The San also employed an assistant physician, a business manager and assistant, three bookkeepers, two hostlers, a steward, a fireman, and six hired
men. Six nurses attended to patients, while four Chinese waiters and four
Chinese laundrymen kept them fed and clean. Two Austrian immigrants
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A GATHERING OF PATIENTS AT THE NEW MEXICO COTTAGE SANATORIUM

A fellow patient snapped this photograph.
(Photograph courtesy Silver City Museum, Pogson Photo Album, A283l-I)

served as baker and chef, and oversaw the special diets of patients. A dairyman and dairywoman from Ohio and their son, assisted by two additional
dairymen, provided the patients with plenty of milk, butter, and cheese.
Other men from Michigan, Kansas, and New York looked after the farm
and ranch. The census listed no Hispanic workers, who probably lived at
home and came daily to the San to perform jobs such as cleaning. They
were not, however, part of the regular staff that lived and worked there. ll
The support staff served forty-eight patients. These health seekers came
from all over the country, the largest number traveling from Illinois and
Michigan. A number of patients gave their place of birth as Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Kansas, California, or New York, with a sprinkling from New England, the South, or foreign countries. A few males brought their wives and
children to the San. Photographs taken about 1914 showed a group of welldressed Anglos visiting, playing golf, and taking excursions by horse and by
car. Margaret probably felt comfortable with her fellow patients, who were
from a class she was accustomed to in Chicago and had a cadre of Chinese
servants to perform personal services.
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The Physician
Bullock was the San's medical director, but Eleanor did not even mention
Bullock by name in her letters, although he had published widely about TB
treatment in the West. Instead, she wrote about a younger doctor, LeRoy S.
Peters, as Margaret's attending physician. The Harris family clearly thought
that they had the physician who would offer the best care for Margaret.
Although Peters was less well known than Bullock in the medical profession, he was a TB specialist and had authored a number of articles on the
disease. Only twenty-three years old when he arrived in Silver City in 1906,
Peters was himself a victim of tuberculosis. Born in Michigan, he was the
great grandson of German immigrants, and a graduate of the University of
Minnesota and the University of Illinois medical school. Peters contracted
tuberculosis while interning at the Cook County Hospital in Chicago and
conducting research on the role of diet in TB treatment. Doctors there probably advised him to seek treatment in Silver City. Likely advised by her own
doctor to travel to the Southwest for treatment, Margaret followed a wellworn path between Chicago and Silver City.23
Peters was already active in the medical community when Margaret arrived. After recovering his health, the young doctor quickly received his

7. DR. LEROY S. PETERS
A former patient himself, Peters
treated Margaret, and was in
line to become the president of
the New Mexico Medical
ILL.

Association.
(Photograph courtesy Jake Spidle
Collection, New Mexico Health

Historical Collections,
University of New Mexico Health
Sciences Library and Informatics
Center, Albuquerque, New
Mexico)
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license to practice medicine in New Mexico. In 1908 Peters married Isabella
Fyfe, the daughter of a Michigan lawyer, and the following year accepted a
position as chief physician at the new Sunnyside Sanatorium, just north of
Silver City. The small sanatorium failed financially and closed sometime
in 1910. Peters then joined Bullock at the San. He attended the annual meeting of the American Medical Association in 1911, and, no doubt, avidly
scanned their monthly journal for new theories about tuberculosis and reports on clinical experience. After becoming a member of the New Mexico
Medical Society (NMMS), Peters helped organize the New Mexico Society
for the Study and Prevention ofTuberculosis. He was elected vice president
of the NMMS in 1911, thus slating him for the presidency at age thirty-one.
He would later work on prevention and laws to protect the population from
infectious health seekers and for tighter registration of doctors admitted to
practice in New Mexico. He supported proper registration of births and
deaths, which did not yet exist in the state. He also recommended the establishment oflocal boards of health with full-time county health officers, favored the registration ofTB patients to allow proper disinfection of the places
they lived, and supported anti-spitting laws. 24
Peters and his wife Isabella were probably already making plans to leave
Silver City when he accepted Margaret as a patient in 1912. The doctor and
his wife lived in town, but neither seemed keen to stay in Silver City. That
same year, he purchased an interest in the Shortie Sanitorium in Albuquerque. He joined Dr. Abraham G. Shortie there in 1913.

The Treatment
Peters's treatment for Margaret was a combination of the traditional sanatorium regime and a new technique called "Artificial Pneumothorax," a
method to collapse a tubercular lung to prevent the irritation of breathing.
On 14 August 1912, well into Margaret's treatment at the San, Eleanor wrote
that Arthur's father wanted them to stay until a lung compressor arrived.
Arthur had sent back east for it. Three days later, she wrote that it had arrived and that the doctors were using the machine to bring down Margaret's
fever, which had remained quite high. 25
The machine, which arrived in Silver City that August, was called an
"artificial pneumothorax box." It consisted of a graduated reservoir to hold
nitrogen, a control reservoir, hand pump, filter, and a chest needle. The
hand pump was a bulb that pushed nitrogen gas through rubber tubes
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8.

AN EARLY

PNEUMOTHORAX MACHINE

Arthur Harris ordered a
machine similar to the
one pictured here for his
sister Margaret. The
machine he ordered was
the first one used on a
patient in Silver City.
(Clive Riviere, The

Pneumothorax and
Surgical Treatment of
Pulmonary Tuberculosis
[London: Oxford
University Press, 1927],
i llustra ti on cou rtesy
Wellcome Library,
London, M0013470)
"FlO. I.-PEARSON AND "L1Ll,lNPS'J'O:.N l'.NBVblOl'llOHAX .:\l'l',AllATUS.
The lllnnomctl'r is Letter graollni.t'd itl h:I!i-L:(.'lIUlllCil"t'S (rOt' rt':ll'OJJ~gi,"(ill Oll p. 2,j)
and llumbereul, ~,Ji, 4 1 {l,de" ulllhe way I'll' :lJUl duwn i,)1' fad1i1.y of reHling.

toward the pleural cavity of the thorax. The water manometer regulated the
pressure and the amount of nitrogen blown into the cavity.26
Dr. Carlo Forlanini developed this procedure and used nitrogen to collapse the lung of a TB patient in Italy in 1882. He reported his work at an
American Medical Association meeting in 1894. Four years later, again at
the American Medical Association meeting, John B. Murphy, a prominent
surgeon in Chicago, delivered a paper on the subject of thoracic surgery.
Although Murphy did not employ the treatment clinically himself, he did
popularize the method. From 1905 to 1907, Murphy's assistant Dr. A. F.
Lemke applied the procedure fifty-three times. Results of the experiments,
however, were not especially encouraging and little more was done after
Lemke died in 1907. A few other sanatorium physicians tried the method,
but the complications resulting from the treatment were so negative that
other American doctors did not attempt the procedure. German doctors in
Hamburg continued to refine the technique, however, and Dr. Lapham
of Highlands studied the improved methods in Germany. When she returned to North Carolina, she used the new techniques on her patients.
At the National Tuberculosis Association meeting in 1912, she reported
great success with twenty-three patients. 27
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As Peters later reported, the physicians simply "went wild" at the prospect of this new medical technique. Albuquerque physician Dr. ShortIe was
at that meeting. He heard Lapham's report, saw her demonstrate the pneumothorax box, immediately bought one, brought it back to New Mexico,
and took the device to Silver City to demonstrate it for Peters and Bullock.
Apparently, his was the first device in the state, and the one purchased to
treat Margaret was the first to be used on patients in Silver City. During the
next five months, Peters and Bullock treated twelve patients, including Margaret, at the San. They reported in the New Mexico Medical Journal that
they had obtained "excellent results" so far. However, they also admitted
that they knew too little about the procedure to predict if it would ultimately help or harm patients.
In their report, Peters and Bullock described the procedure used on Margaret during those first trials at the San. After giving a local anesthetic of
novocaine to her, Peters made an incision the width of a small eye scalpel
down the parietal pleura and then introduced a small needle into the pleural cavity. Serious consequences could follow if the needle was not properly
inserted, but Peters and Bullock's apparatus was equipped with a manometer, which measured the oscillation of the water column, showing when
the needle was safely inserted into the pleural cavity and when they could
turn on the gas. They injected 300 to 600 ccs of the nitrous gas every three
days until the lung was completely compressed, and every ten days for the
next two weeks. "The operation is painless and causes little or no discomfort, if properly done," the two doctors reported. 2s
Margaret started the compressing treatment in mid-August. The doctors
expected the machine to be a major part of Margaret's treatment and told
Eleanor on 17 August that the treatment would bring down her temperature, and that they hoped to have her up soon. Both the doctors and Margaret were optimistic, but the first two or three treatments were very painful
and seemed to have had no beneficial effect whatsoever. Eleanor wrote on
4 September 19 12 :
They are going to try the machine tomorrow, Margaret's temperature
had climbed considerably before we left this noon so it looks as if this
is going to be another high day. She has lost all faith in its treatment
now and to tell the truth I guess the doctors and most every one else
has too. It may be a good thing for she was dreadfully depressed at the
first failure but not nearly so much after the second and it is much
easier for her to consider the failure now than it was. 29
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Despite Margaret's pain, the doctors persisted. On 17 September 1912,
Eleanor wrote again about the lack of progress with the treatment:

It did not work as well as they hoped for her nerve seems to have
deserted her and she was dreadfully nervous all the time expecting to
be hurt. They did get in about three hundred, which was a great deal
better than none at all and she is feeling all right again today. But
goodness me. At this rate I am afraid it will be Christmas time before
they make a complete compression.
Margaret endured the treatment regularly through October, and on 7 October 1912, Eleanor wrote that the doctors were continuing the treatment and
that Margaret still got nervous and "made a fuss." Eleanor went on to explain: "I feel so sorry for Margaret for it surely is not a pleasant thing to have
done but she is not nearly as brave about it now as she was at first. And those
first two or three times it hurt her much more than now. But these days she
is constantly afraid of being hurt."JO
Despite Margaret's apprehension, the doctors felt the treatment was working at last. They told Eleanor and Arthur that they could plan to return to
Chicago. As the weather turned chilly and their clothing seemed inadequate
for the cold, they wanted to leave, but Margaret was fearful about their departure. "She is or seems to be dreading to have us go more than we expected and of course we are both awfully sorry to leave her alone out here,"
Eleanor wrote. She went on to write, "She will be all right we are sure and
we simply must go back." The doctors assured them that the prospect now
looked good for a cure. Margaret was still at the San when Dr. Lapham
visited in November 1912. Margaret likely heard reassuring words from the
doctor about the successes of artificial pneumothorax and compression
therapy to put the lung at complete rest. Lapham also explained the technical features of the method to other Silver City physicians. J'
While Peters reported early success with the new "radical" treatment, he
later had second thoughts. In 1931 he reported that even with total collapse
of the lung, only 53 percent of his patients became well. From partial collapse, only 44 percent recovered. And doctors had no sure way before the
advent of x-rays to see whether they had achieved total collapse. In 1940,
looking back at lung compressions performed without x-rays and at the enthusiasm of doctors for the treatment, Peters noted that lungs were often
over-compressed and patients were often made worse rather than better.
Still, after 1925, the treatment became popular. J2
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Researchers later concluded the benefits from collapse therapy were probably modest. The procedure seemed to reduce the symptoms and to allow
convalescence at home. It gave doctors impatient with passive resistance
through bed rest an alternative "active attack." Lung compression undoubtedly shifted the balance of authority from patient care by a number of
healthcare givers to intrusive surgery by medical specialists, becoming the
treatment of choice for many doctors and eventually being used in perhaps
a majority of cases by the 1930s. A 1945 report concluded, however, that the
results were never adequately evaluated, and probably only 12 to 15 percent
of these patients benefited from the therapy. Perhaps Margaret was one of
the lucky few. The treatment did not shorten her stay in Silver City, and
certainly made her regime more painful. The procedure did, however, increase the optimism of Margaret, her family, and her physicians that she
was truly curedY

Getting to and Around Silver City
While the purpose of travel to Silver City was the treatment of Margaret, the
experiences of her family companions were the focus of many of Eleanor's
letters home. These stories not only described what middle-class health tourists found when they arrived, but also why it seemed so difficult to them to
spend months in the small southwestern town. Transportation to Silver City
had much improved since the 1880s, when the nearest passenger train station
was about one hundred miles to the east on the Rio Grande. From there
health seekers had to come over mountainous terrain via an overnight stage
ride. The arrival ofthe railroad allowed the Chicagoans to travel, with relative
ease, by berth or sleeper coach to Deming, about fifty miles southeast of Silver City. Eleanor and her family's first trip in January 1912 was via San Antonio, Texas, where she stopped off to buy a sturdy pair of black shoes. She
continued on to EI Paso, Texas, then west to Deming, New Mexico, where
they stayed over night. In the morning they traveled north to Silver City on a
spur line. The train was seldom on time, but it brought them to the AT&SF
station on San Vincente Street, near the downtown business district. J4
For the return trip, both in February and again in October, Eleanor and
her family followed the same route through Deming and EI Paso. Leaving on
Monday afternoon for Deming and staying overnight, they transferred to the
Rock Island Railway and arrived in Chicago on Friday at ten o'clock in the
morning, or thereabouts, as trains northbound were also often late. J5
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Getting around the area near Silver City was more complicated than
traveling to the city. Eleanor and Arthur rented a hack from a local livery for
their daily trips of over two miles out to the San. The weather was usually
clear, dry, and bright until the rains began in August. Eleanor consoled
herself that the sunny climate made the dry and dusty road out to the San
more tolerable, although they often had "dirt shower baths." In early September, Arthur wrote that he enjoyed the rain and thought "perpetual sunshine gets pretty monotonous sometimes." But now, he went on, "The sky is
a solid turquoise here - no puffy clouds at all- which makes us feel that the
rainy season is over." The warm weather did not last long either. By October
it was cold and windy, and they were glad they had brought winter coats.
On 3 October 1912, Arthur wrote that the last few days had been "damp,
cold, and windy & everything that they do not advertise." But then, the next
day was fine and warm. l6
Aside from their daily trips by hack to the San, the couple walked around
town when the weather was not too hot or too rainy. Automobiles were not
very practical for most travel because of poor road conditions. The couple
had to accept help from a local friend, W. S. Cox, on one excursion in a
"machine" when their vehicle became stuck in an arroyo. Cox owned a
hardware store and mortuary in town, and he and his wife, Bella Cox, had
previously befriended Eleanor and Arthur. Eleanor explained their predicament in a letter to Charlotte:
We had to cross the arroyo several times and once our engine went
dead right in the middle of the stream. So Mr. Cox had to get out and
wade around in the water. We had one team of horses trying to pull us
out but they could not do it at all. Finally some friend of Mr. Cox
came along on horseback and after shoveling the sand away from the
wheels, they managed to get us out. We got home about seven thirty.l7
Despite getting stuck in the arroyo, Eleanor wrote to her sister that, overall,
the trip was beautiful, with scenic views along the foot of a big high ridge of
hills with a huge wall of red and greenish rocks extending along the top.
Sleeping, Eating, and Keeping up Appearances

While Margaret rested in her tidy, if spartan and sometimes chilly, little
cottage and feasted on range beef, an abundance of dairy products, and
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fresh vegetables at the San, her family had to make do with accommodations in Silver City, where satisfactory lodging was difficult to find. A decade earlier, they might have stayed at the one-hundred-room Hotel San
Vicente, which was noted for its fine service and good food. Boosters knew
that a good hotel was important for the future of their growing health industry. The Hotel San Vicente, an older hotel, had been remodeled for health
seekers, but it was badly undermined by a flood in 1904 and demolished a
year later. The Palace Hotel, which opened in 1900, did not cater to residential guests and was probably too expensive for Eleanor and Arthur. They
booked a room at the Orient Hotel, which was built in 1906 and was the
best residential hotel the town had to offer at the time. In 1911 the local
newspaper complained about the inadequacy oflodging in Silver City, saying the town needed a good hotel, such as the Alvarado in Albuquerque or
a Fred Harvey eating house. Again in March 1912, the editor lectured his
readers that the town, now with a population of four thousand, still did not
have an American-plan hotel with a competent chef catering to the wealthy
tourist, or even to middle-class tourists like Eleanor and Arthur. Americanplan hotels offered breakfast, lunch, and dinner in the hotel dining room
for patrons during their stay. For Eleanor, however, the main attraction of
the Orient was that it had indoor toilets. She and Arthur had stayed at a
boarding house the winter before, but now decided that they must have an
indoor toilet. J8
Eleanor and Arthur soon established a routine. After breakfast at the' hotel,
they picked up their rented hack at the nearby livery, rode out to spend the
morning with Margaret at the San, and then returned for noon supper to
food much less palatable than that available to patients under treatment. As
the weeks wore on, Eleanor's complaints about the food at the Orient invaded her normally cheery letters to her sister Charlotte. They expected to
eat at the hotel, and had paid for their meals and lodging on the American
plan. "Goodness knows," she wrote on 14 August 1912, "the hotel cafe is a
poor enough place to eat but that is going to close Saturday." Three days
later, she announced the cafe's closure:
The people who were managing the cafe have gone and now the hotel
proprietor is trying to manage the place. And we haven't had a decent
meal since he undertook the work. Today we came about one o'clock.
They are supposed to serve from twelve to two and found everything fit
to eat on the bill was gone .... We thought it was bad enough before
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those other people left but my, these people don't know anything about
it at all.
Two weeks later she was still complaining: "Am back at the hotel again and
just finished with a sumptuous repast of a few spoons of oyster soup, two or
three bites of roast pork and part of a cup of coffee and now it will afford me
some relief to visit with you for a few minutes. It will, at least, leave a slightly
pleasanter taste with me, I think."39
Eleanor and Arthur often grew hungry during the day and they frequently
visited the local ice cream parlor after the unpalatable meals at the Orient.
Eleanor fumed, "It fairly makes me boil to think of paying as we are for our
meals and then to have to go for an ice cream to help fill up the emptiness."
With Eleanor's taste and smell heightened by the lack of food, she wrote
about her adventures with other sweets. Once a nurse at the San baked an
angel food cake for the patients and offered her a piece. "It tasted powerfully good," she wrote. On one excursion, they passed a little white house
from which the scent of ginger cookies wafted. The smell reminded Eleanor
of her mother's baking: "It seemed as though I must have some. It took me
back to Duluth ... and lots of other things all in a second."40
Other than the hotel cafe, Eleanor and Arthur had two restaurant alternatives: one Mexican and one Chinese. They tried both. One evening Bella
Cox introduced them to the tiny Mexican restaurant to sample enchiladas.
The place was full, wrote Eleanor, and the people around Silver City seemed
quite fond of the eatery's enchiladas. She described them as composed of
two tortillas, as big as pancakes, made from corn, flour, and water, patted
out flat and round, cooked on a stone griddle, and then fried in a bit oflard.
Cheese was spread on the cakes along with chopped onions and chili sauce.
The enchiladas were then topped with a poached egg and seasoned with
salt, pepper, and vinegar. The Chicagoans could not appreciate this local
food. Arthur refused the egg and passed on the onions, which, Eleanor wrote
dryly, "left a rather insipid dish." Convinced that her Illinois friends would
surely learn to like Mexican food, a friend invited them to sample her own
homemade enchiladas, frijoles, and hot tamales. Eleanor was relieved when
the dinner had to be postponed. "We are not at all sorry," she wrote. 41
The Wing family ran the other restaurant in town. Eleanor and Arthur
tried this establishment, which apparently served American-style food. Neither Eleanor nor Arthur liked that food either. Arthur said he hated to
go there. Eleanor labeled it "horrid," but the Chinese seemed the only

ILL. 9. MOUNTAIN FREIGHTERS ON BROADWAY STREET, SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO
The photograph is of the main avenue, Broadway Street, looking south. The sign for the restaurant
American Kitchen, operated by the Wing family, is just above the head of the horse on the far right. The
Wings advertised "Short Orders. Open Day and Night."

(Photograph courtesy Silver City Museum, Pogson Photo Album, Az802-1)
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proprietors able to make restaurants pay in Silver City, probably because
they worked long hours and raised their own food. 42
The couple consulted each other once more on how to solve the problems of food and lodging. Toward the end ofAugust, they decided that even
the indoor toilet did not make the Orient worth the cost:
We have at last broken away from the Orient. Even Arthur finally came
to the conclusion that the convenience of the toilet did not
compensate for the dirty dishes, silver ware (?) and linen to say nothing
of the poor and dirty food. So we are back with Mrs. Johnson and have
the satisfaction ofknowing that everything is as clean as possible even
tho [sic] the things to eat are not all that we could wish.
Arthur added a note to Eleanor's letter of 3 October 1912: "We have been
mighty fortunate lately in getting a good boarding house and the meals there
are really quite good. At least by comparison with those at the Orient. I
rather think the Orient dining room has closed-and it was no loss to the

ILL. 10. THE JOHNSON BOARDING HOUSE

Built as the H. B. Ailman House, with an addition in 1900, the house still
stands on Broadway Street, between Arizona and Pinos Altos streets. The
home served as the City Hall and now houses the Silver City Museum.

(Photograph courtesy Silver City Museum, John Harlan Collection, 00186)
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town when it did." The Johnson boarding house was a welcome haven after
weeks of struggling with hotel food and lodgingY
With the food and lodging problems solved, the issue of the toilet remained. They arrived at the Johnson boarding house, just as the public
health officer in Silver City, Dr. S. A. Milliken, was about to go public with
the issue of open toilets. Newspapers publicized his findings. Of the some
four thousand inhabitants of Silver City in 1912, approximately two-thirds
had access to a new sewer system installed two years before. During these
two years, however, only 122 of the 911 homes and businesses with access
had connected to the system. Milliken's report urged businesses and homemakers to decrease the "extreme unsanitary conditions" caused by outhouses
and open pits. 44
Mrs. Johnson's boarding house was not one of the 122 buildings connected
to the sewer system. Eleanor described the toilet they used at the boardinghouse as one of the "open closets" away from the house. Not only was the
outdoor lavatory inconvenient, but in her words, the stench was "enough to
make one sick-to go into." She and Arthur tried to avoid using the
boardinghouse's toilet by waiting until they got out to the San in the morning,
but conditions seemed to worsen when Eleanor became ill, probably with a
form of dysentery. Most everyone, she wrote, "merely throws slop water and
dirty water right out in the street or anywhere on the ground." The Chamber of Commerce, she continued, was "trying to advertise the town as a
great health resort and urging people to come-and Dr. Millikin says they
ought first to clean the town up before inducing anyone to come....
Many of the people are furious with him for hurting their advertising."45
Much to Eleanor's relief, Mrs. Johnson was among the few householders
who responded to Millikin's pleas. She already had an indoor room with a
tub, which Eleanor and Arthur used for a weekly bath. Now, she informed
Eleanor, she intended to install a toilet. An indoor lavatory would be, Eleanor
noted, "oh such a relief if they only finish it before we go." The couple
probably did not take advantage of the new fixture when it was finished,
however, for they left within two weeks. Surely, among the sights, sounds,
and smells Eleanor remembered from her visit to New Mexico, were her
trips to that outdoor toilet. 46
Eleanor's interactions with the business people of Silver City were also
clouded by her big-city expectations. Eleanor noted the inability to buy
what she wanted and needed. Although merchants carried alternatives, the
items were not what she wanted. When her shoes wore out, she could not
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get a replacement. A letter to a San Antonio merchant brought a reply that
a pair of shoes in her size was not available. The business did offer to order
a pair, but the couple's departure date did not allow enough time to order
them. Eleanor did note, with relief, that she had brought a winter coat so
she did not have to buy an "alternative."47
For Eleanor there was the added responsibility of caring for her and her
husband's personal needs. She darned and mended their clothing when
necessary, washed out some of her own clothing by hand, and arranged to
send the rest to the newly opened steam laundry. The business boasted of
having twenty-six people to serve the patrons, a special system for keeping
track of items, and high temperatures to disinfect every piece. What a disappointment, Arthur wrote on 3 October 1912, "They have a steam laundry
here and it surely does manage to either eat or tear the clothes."48
The struggle of middle-class visitors to find adequate accommodations
in Silver City proved important in the competition for health seekers. One
of the reasons that Albuquerque soon outbid Silver City as a site for health
tourism was its growing ability to provide appropriate hotels. The Alvarado
Hotel opened in 1903 and stood next to the new railroad depot in Albuquerque. Other hotels gradually grew up nearby in the decade that followed,
along with new hospitals being built. Now visitors and health seekers could
find accommodations as good as any found in large cities. Peters, who was
probably the best known Silver City doctor by 1912, moved his medical practice to Albuquerque in 1913. Doctors all over the country were abandoning
rural practices in the early twentieth century in search of patients who could
pay higher fees and afford better hospital facilities. Albuquerque offered
both. While Silver City remained a center for health seekers, the town grew
little in the late 191OS. One indication of the decline was the difficulty even
the San had in attracting new patients. The San continued to add buildings
through endowments, but increasingly it was unable to sustain itself. Despite declining interest, Silver City still added several new sanatoria after
1912, and the Methodists established their national sanatorium in 1915 at the
former Sunnyside Sanatorium facility, just outside the city.49
The cost of seeking treatment was also a growing problem for health
seekers and their families. Eleanor complained about the overall costs of
the cure. In addition to the fees for Margaret, probably paid by the family,
Eleanor had to calculate the personal cost for her and Arth ur to stay in
Silver City. In a September letter, she sent Charlotte a rough estimate of
their expenses. It cost $160 a month for their living expenses alone. In addi-
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tion Arthur lost his salary of $150 a month, and they still had to pay rent in
Chicago which she estimated at $42.50 a month. This figure did not include the money spent for transportation. The difficulty of finding affordable and suitable accommodations and the remoteness of the town, rather
than the treatment, slowed the growth of the health industry in Silver City.5o
Diversions and Entertainment

Time passed quickly in Silver City for the Chicago couple. Arthur added a
note to one of Eleanor's letters to Charlotte in October, observing that it
hardly seemed possible that they had been gone from Chicago for nearly
three months. Letter writing and receiving engaged Eleanor's attention
a great deal and helped her to maintain ties with her family. The passenger train brought the mail daily around noon. Arthur wrote too, although
none of his family letters seem to have survived. He often made the daily
trip down to the post office to send letters and collect those arriving from
Chicago, while Eleanor sat in her room writing others. Letters provided

ILL. 11. MAIL WAGON IN FRONT OF THE SILVER CITY POST OFFICE ABOUT 1911

Eleanor and Arthur retrieved the much-awaited letters from friends and
family in this post office at the corner of Bullard and Market streets.

(Photograph courtesy Silver City Museum, John Harlan Collection, 00428)
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important information on the family and kept the conversation running
throughout the couple's visit. This link with home was never broken, and
Eleanor was especially impatient when the train arrived late, as it often did.
In one instance, the train came so late the letters could not be sorted before
nightfall and Arthur had to retrieve them the following morning. The couple
also received packages from home along with items they ordered from merchants outside of Silver City. These items might be as small as hair nets,
which Eleanor asked Charlotte to send her, or as large as the pneumothorax
box that Arthur ordered from somewhere in the East. The railroad served as
a communication lifeline.
While Eleanor took care of plain sewing, such as mending, and occasionally sewed some basic articles of clothing, she found time to do a bit of
fancy sewing as well. Sewing kept her hands and mind busy, and it also
allowed her to develop friendships with other women over their shared stitching. She met a patient at the San who did a great deal of embroidery and
taught Eleanor new stitches. Eleanor immediately began to make a shirtwaist with the new techniques she learned. 51
Such duties and pleasures offered Eleanor a way to interact with other
women. Arthur was not as adept at interacting with other visitors or the
locals. Eleanor commented that she did not want to leave him alone in
Silver City because he spent much time in his room and was not likely to
socialize. As a businessman, he seemed less able than Eleanor to relate to
others over the details of daily living. The letters that he undoubtedly wrote
to his father, however, may have commented on the people he met. Arthur's
bimonthly trips to the barber shop offered one opportunity for social interaction with locals, and short notes he sometimes appended to Eleanor's
letters indicate he was an acute observer of people.
There was plenty of striking scenery around Silver City, but except for
one excursion to Hurley and Santa Rita, Eleanor seldom commented on
the usual nearby tourist destinations. She did not mention visiting Faywood
Hot Springs, southeast of Silver City and already a favorite with tourists, or
the City of Rocks, a desert area with extraordinary stone outcroppings.
Eleanor made no note of the lunar eclipse on 26 September, although Silver City would have offered an extraordinary place from which to view it.
Of course she would have had to get up at four o'clock in the morning to
view the spectacle. 52
Although Eleanor and Arthur visited Margaret at the San nearly every day,
there was time for other amusements. The small town offered a number of
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ILL. 12. THE SANTA RITA CHINO MINES

This open-pit copper mine was a major excursion destination for TB
patients and visitors to Silver City.
(Photograph courtesy Silver City Museum, Pogson Photo Album, Az606-1)

diversions. The couple took excursions, went to baseball games, and attended
the movies. Summer was the time when touring performing artists managed to stop at all the small towns, and the couple went to the circus, the
rodeo, and a visiting wild west show. Each event became an opportunity to
describe the local culture.
The trip to the Santa Rita copper mine and to the Hurley smelters with
Eleanor and Arthur's new friends, W. S. and Bella Cox, was one highpoint
of their visit. The Coxes had an automobile, which was a treat. They visited
the rolling mill and power house at Hurley, which had opened only two
years earlier and crushed three thousand tons of ore a day. At Santa Rita
they saw the open-pit copper mine of the Chino Copper Company. Arthur
especially enjoyed these visits and the company of fellow businessman Cox?
Baseball games and bronco busting were popular entertainments in the
summer months. Local newspapers followed the rivalry of baseball teams
closely. The Silver City contests with Hurley were especially important to
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A BASEBALL GAME BETWEEN SILVER CITY AND HURLEY

This sporting contest, a major event, always drew large crowds.
(Photograph courtesy Silver City Museum, Pogson Photo Album,

A2787-1)

the population. In September the teams traded wins, first Silver City was
triumphant, then the Hurley miners. Hurley also played the Santa Rita team.
In September 1912, front-page stories in the Silver City Enterprise reported
baseball games as "nonpareil," with groups ofloyal rooters traveling between
the small towns. Eleanor was not impressed when locals closed up the stores
to attend each game. The town newspaper also registered individual team
members' curve balls, dropped balls, and home runs. Although Eleanor
called the spectacle "a regular farce," she and Arthur watched a game again,
and stayed afterward to watch another favorite exhibition of local prowess,
bronco busting. That did not impress her either: "There was nothing to it at
all hardly."54
Eleanor also mentioned attending the movie show. The Airdome Theater, housed in a square tin building, must have been an inconvenient affair, perhaps with folding chairs. Before the couple left Silver City, owners
started to build a new theater, promising swivel opera chairs, a player piano,
and other amenities. Unfortunately, the new theater did not open until after
they left town. Movies seem not to have provided much entertainment for
Eleanor. 55
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ILL. 14. THE AIRDOME MOVIE THEATER

Built in 1909, this theater was the only one in town during Eleanor and
Arthur's stay in Silver City in 1912.

(Photograph courtesy Silver City Museum, John Harlan Collection,

00208)

The visiting circus did not attract Eleanor either. "Probably it will be
another one of those country circuses like we have seen before," she mused,
but she admitted that Arthur would probably want to go when it arrived.
Visiting Silver City on 9 September 1912, the Jones Circus was a typical
traveling show of the time, with Shetland ponies in military maneuvers,
drills, and marches; a herd of performing elephants; funny clowns; a troupe
of]apanese acrobats and jugglers; and a high-wire artist. Capacity audiences
thronged the two performances, and the local paper described it as one of
the best small exhibitions on the road. The Barnum and Bailey Circus was
also touring, and although it stopped only at Deming, the newspaper predicted groups from Silver City would plan to attend. Eleanor reported nothing about the Jones Circus, nor did she say whether she and Arthur had
traveled to Deming for the bigger, better-advertised Barnum and Bailey
Circus. Chances are that the couple did go to the local circus. 56
Either from boredom, the couple's impending departure, or a willingness to join the locals for entertainment, Eleanor's attitude seemed over
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time to soften toward what the small town had to offer in the way of amusement. The Beasley's Carnival pitched its tents south of the ball park during
the third week of September 1912. The merry-go-round was especially popular with the old and young. The carnival stayed over on Sunday so that
people coming into town for the baseball game could attend the shows, and
then went to Deming for the Luna county fair. 57
Eleanor and Arthur went to the Elks carnival in late September. During the three-day event, the carnival raised about twelve hundred dollars
for a new building fund. The Elks offered keno in which winning the
"Mystery Package" meant going home with four Guinea pigs. For the raffle,
merchants donated everything from beer to bridal sets and a silk umbrella.
Dancing and refreshments provided by the "Elks' wives" completed the
gala affair. Eleanor did not disparage the Elks carnival as she had the earlier events. 58
Soon Eleanor got caught up in the excitement over Kit Carson's Buffalo
Ranch Wild West and Trained Wild Animal Exhibition, which arrived in
early October to give two performances. Eleanor was amazed by the throngs
of people who crowded into town. "The streets full of people-Mexicans,
Negroes and all and there was such a buzz of excitement in the air for there
is provided a parade about twelve thirty," she wrote that day to Charlotte.
She and Arthur, who had just returned from their visit with Margaret, hurriedly ate dinner and joined the excited throng. The people, Eleanor wrote,
were like children in their excitement, but she went on, "You would laugh
to see how childish and interested we all can be over a little thing like that."
Entertainment in small towns was infrequent enough to turn even the most
sophisticated urbanite into an eager participant.
This exhibition was the highlight of the couple's visit. For here was a
railroad show from what they imagined had been the real "wild west." Show
advertisements boasted that it was the largest wild west show from the biggest ranch in the world. The exhibition had a menagerie of trained wild
animals, a collection of cowboys and girls, vaqueros, senoritas, guardes rurales
(rural guards), lariat champions, rough riders, pony express veterans, clowns,
and Prince Botloine's troupe of Russian Cossacks. The show had bands of
Sioux, Cheyenne, and Comanche Indians to perform dances and Indian
fights. 59
The Kit Carson Wild West Show proved a fitting conclusion to the
Harrises' trip to the "wild west" of Silver City. The exhibition was just one
of the many wild west shows that still visited rural areas. The heyday of such
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entertainment, however, was almost over. Buffalo Bill Cody took his more
famous show on the road for the last time in 1912 before auctioning it and its
name to pay his debts. Thomas F. Wiedermann, who owned the Kit Carson
show, combined elements from the more famous wild west shows, but his
exhibition operated only from 1911 to 1914, before it too folded. The irony
was that these shows, which had profited by creating a make-believe West of
long since-vanished big roundups and long drives, were now themselves
about to be replaced by yet another version of the West, one played out on
Hollywood movie screens. 60

The Local Culture and People
Despite their sometimes negative comments, Eleanor and Arthur enjoyed
and appreciated what local people did offer them. They developed an especially good relationship with the local livery owner, Robert Boulware. On
one occasion, he hitched up his hack to take Eleanor home from downtown Silver City as he thought it was too wet and cold for her to come back
on foot. "Wasn't that nice of him? How many people do you think we would
find at home who would think of offering such a thing," she wrote. Another
time, she described how Boulware had offered boarders his carriage to go to
a performance and added, "He really is the kindest and most thoughtful
man 1 have met since we have been here even if he is only a livery man."
Eleanor seemed not to have known that he was not "only a livery man."
Boulware was also a ranchman and stock raiser; he had been appointed
assistant sheriff and assessor; and he had just served as a representative in
the first meeting of the state legislature. 61
By the end of September 1912, Eleanor's overall assessment of Silver City
and its inhabitants had improved considerably:
[I am] beginning to like this little town in some ways. People are very
cordial to one another. They always seem to be prepared to like new
people until there is something to dislike them for. At home it seems
just the other way. At least around our little village. They really dislike
newcomers until they make them feel otherwise which is sometimes a
discouraging and tedious undertaking. 1 think it is hardly worth while
oftentimes much as you wish for friends.... It seems so much easier to
talk to people out here. Have had some very good times arguing on
different subjects. 62
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The trip to Silver City, Arthur reported, had been an exceptional experience, one in which they had really learned quite a bit. The pace of western
life impressed both Arthur and Eleanor, although she seemed rather more
impatient than he. Arthur wrote of western life: "You would surely change
if you were to move out here. There is little of the hurry we are so familiar
with back East and people seem to live just the sam'e & enjoy things. Of
course they are out of doors much more than we and that helps. There are
lots of rough looking people here but the majority seem to have their heart
in the right place." Eleanor wrote of the change of pace as well. The boarding-house keeper, Mrs. Johnson, once remarked as they walked up the hill
toward the house, that Eleanor "did not belong in Silver City," because she
walked so fast. "People seem to have entirely lost the act of even a little bit of
hurry here," Eleanor commented, feeling like "a steam engine" compared
to Mrs. Pollock who, although thorough as the housekeeper of the boarding
house, completed her chores only as necessary.6J
In her letters home, Eleanor made few comments about the people who
worked at the San. Although one patient at the nuns' hospital had commented on the kindness and care she had received from one Hispanic and
one Japanese man who worked there, Eleanor only commented upon the
kindness of an Anglo nurse at the San who had made a special cake. Otherwise, the serving staff remained invisible in her letters.
Eleanor's observations from a distance indicated that Silver City was more
than just a giant hospital for TB patients. The population of Silver City and
its environs was clearly mixed and not made up mainly of health seekers.
Eleanor noted that blacks and many Hispanics were among the crowds at
entertainments. There were several Chinese families, and the local newspaper reported Mrs. O. D. Wing and her daughter, of the Wing family who
owned the American Kitchen, vacationed in Chicago, as it reported other
activities of community members. The local paper also reported, with seeming approval, a couple from Nogales, Arizona, Joe Yim and Danutila
Rodriguez, married in Silver City because Arizona prohibited intermarriage there while New Mexico laws were "more lenient." Yim was a wealthy
Chinese restaurant owner and Rodriguez of Mexican ancestry.64
Silver City had a life of its own, especially when entertainment drew the
entire population together. Mining families from Hurley and Tyrone mingled
with cowboys, goat herders, and ranch families from over the hills. A city
merchant, insurance agent, banker, probate judge, and sheriff might show
up along with a teacher, carpenter, music teacher, confectioner, insurance
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agent, or even a sex worker or two. Along with the large population of settlers and health seekers from other parts of the United States, there were
many native New Mexicans, immigrants from Mexico, Chinese families,
and workers from Canada, Great Britain, Germany, Russia, Poland, Italy,
and Sweden. 65
It remains true, however, that health seekers accounted for a great many
of the nonworking population-those reported by physicians who died of
tuberculosis, who were cured, or gave lip and went home. At least one-third
of the almost one thousand deaths reported in Grant County between 1907
and 1918 were from tuberculosis. For every patient who died, hundreds more,
like Margaret and her family, spent almost a year seeking a cure. If no great
novel recorded their experiences, we do have letters, such as those from
Eleanor and Arthur Harris, which tell us much about that experience and
the life of a small New Mexican town, as the state passed from territory to
full statehood. That story is part of health history, but also a part of the
broader social history of the West.
In May of 1913, sixteen months after Eleanor and Margaret arrived to
begin her cure, the Silver City Enterprise carried this short notice: "Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Harris of Chicago arrived last week and departed Monday on
their return home accompanied by Mr. Harris' sister Mrs. E. Elliott who
has been a patient at the Cottage Sanatorium."66
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